PORTFOLIO
PORTFOLIO OF SERVICES FROM EVS TRANSLATIONS

As an international translation company with a permanent staff of almost 200,
EVS Translations provides its clients with a comprehensive portfolio of language services.

Our mission

The localization tech-stack

We support ambitious businesses at the forefront of

EVS Translations is part of the movement for

global communication and information exchange by

technological innovation in language services. This

producing multilingual content that delivers on its

technology drives productivity, adds value and solves

objectives. Our comprehensive portfolio of in-house
services across digital, print and audio-visual media are
underpinned by professional translation and the latest
technology.

Our concept
Intelligent multilingual communication and information
exchange can only be achieved through expert
translation. At EVS Translations, we champion the skill
of translation and that is why we have established one
of the language service industry’s largest in-house
translation teams. Translators work within a
professional, creative and supportive environment at
each of our global offices. It is this dedication to expert
translation, combined with smart use of state-of-the-

problems at scale. Translation Management platforms,
integrations with your corporate interface, and
Translation Memory Systems: these solutions ensure
high-quality output. Your benefit: Time and cost
savings.
Graphics and desktop publishing service
EVS Translations knows that expert content is only
completely successful if it is presented with a
professional layout. Our translation technology experts
work with virtually all file types to deliver print-ready
materials that match expert content with slick
presentation. They also prepare content for translation
in a Translation Management software environment,

art technology and an undeterred vision for quality

which supports the translator during the translation

which makes EVS Translations unique. How do you

phase. Your benefit: Translations are print-ready

benefit? Intelligent content produced in a workflow

without any additonal formatting work on the

that drives efficiency and adds value.

client-side.

Media and market localization

Currently trending at EVS Translations:

Voiceover and subtitling for videos and other media
formats, website localization and international SEO for

Finance: Financial reports, risk analyses, tax reports,

targeted market access. Your benefit: Your global

internal audits

content is more strategic and targeted. It is delivered in
the relevant format of any given customer touchpoint.

Technology: Automotive, construction,
electrotechnology, renewable energies, manuals

Global presence
The globally connected project management teams at

Legal: Contracts, M&A, disputes, compliance, patents

EVS Translations are based across our offices in Europe
and the United States. They coordinate our

Chemistry: Industrial plastics, chemical production

multidisciplinary in-house teams throughout the life-

methods, packaging materials

cycle of a project, monitoring and controlling each phase
according to ISO 9001 and ISO 17100 certifications. Your

Communications: Internal and external communication

benefit: Working with some of the world's leading

materials such as employee magazines, newsletters,

brands, our in-house teams provide uninterrupted

intranet, corporate image brochures, presentation

coverage on your projects to deliver quality at scale.

materials

Smart and intuitive solutions

Correspondence: Letters, e-mails, telephone calls, video

EVS Translations supports global corporations with

calls

solutions that compliment all levels of localization
maturity and project types. Dedicated account managers

Multilingual website translation: Localization, search

ensure that multilingual communications and

engine optimization, keyword research

information fully satisfies your end goals. How do you
benefit? Optimized processes that add value over the

Video: Corporate videos (including transcription,

long-term and form the basis of a strong partnership.

subtitling, and voice-overs), online and TV video

Data security

Events: Simultaneous and consecutive interpreting,

The security of your data is paramount: Our own

event technology

internal IT department manages data security measures
in-house and an insider list protects your most valuable
assets from misuse. We also partner with an ISO 27001
certified data center in Germany.

CONTACT
EVS Translations USA
260 Peachtree Street, NW
Suite 1801
Atlanta, GA 30303
Ph. 404-523-5560
usa@evs-translations.com
www .evs-translations.com

WE SPEAK YOUR LANGUAGES

